
drift with velocities of the order of several tens of m/s and
accumulate in layers thinner than 1 mm.4 In the case of mol-
ecules the separation of components occurs on the ~ 1 m
scale.5

The experiments have shown that LID effects are some
five orders of magnitude stronger than light pressure effects
in identical conditions.

The cycle of experimental studies has demonstrated
that LID can furnish a unique and reliable means of measur-
ing the transport characteristics of short-lived atomic and
molecular states, filling a previously existing need.

The experiments have convincingly demonstrated the
possibility of separating atomic6 and molecular5 isotopes.
Estimates indicate that isotope separation by LID appears
quite promising.

The LID effect has also been utilized to separate the
nuclear spin modifications of heavy molecules.7 In this re-
gard LID appears to be the most promising separation tech-
nique, making it possible to study the properties of spin mod-
ifications of molecules in detail.

Light-induced drift can be employed to improve the
sensitivity of laser-based methods of detecting atomic mi-
croimpurities.8 The effect can serve as a "trap" which col-
lects and stores the atoms one is trying to detect. Sodium
vapor has been concentrated by a factor of ~ 103, and this
figure can be improved by several orders of magnitude.

The utilization of LID as a selective optical pump can
either purify a medium of microimpurities or, conversely,
deliver the impurities to a required site. Thus the LID-based
method of controlling gaseous impurities should find tech-
nological application wherever special purity or measured
delivery of a component to a particular site are required.

The strong effects caused by LID, as well as its domi-
nance over light pressure in some circumstances, lead one to
suppose that LID may play a major role in some astrophys-
ical phenomena. It has been suggested in Ref. 9 that LID
may explain the chemical pecularity of stars: the authors
have demonstrated that in the atmosphere of these stars LID

is several orders of magnitude more effective than light pres-
sure in separating chemical elements. The LID effect has
been invoked to explain the isotopic anomaly of helium and
to predict similar anomalies in other elements.

It appears likely that the chemical inhomogeneities
over the surface of some pecular stars, as well as their mag-
netic fields, are due to the combined effects of LID and con-
vection. A possibly significant role for LID has been pro-
posed for cosmic masers, and also for the separation of
chemical elements and isotopes in the protoplanetary cloud
of the Solar system.
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I. D. Novikov. Physical properties of a time machine. It
has been suggested recently' that the known laws of physics
apparently do not preclude in principle the construction of a
time machine (T-machine) that would make it possible to
travel into the past. A schematic of such a machine was pro-
posed in Ref. 1, another version has been proposed in Ref. 2.

In order to realize either variant of the T-machine we
must first construct an appropriate complex topology of
three-dimensional space. Such a construction has been pro-
posed in Ref. 3. It consists of two holes, A and B, connected
by a topological handle. A two-dimensional analog is shown
in Fig. 1. The length S1 of the handle does not depend on the
separation R of the holes in the exterior space, hence it is
possible that S<^R. One may enter and exit through holes A
and B, and possibly travel through the handle from one hole
to another (event horizons do not exist). The holes A and B
may move with respect to one another in the exterior space

without affecting the handle. In the version of Ref. 2 hole ,4 is
fixed, whereas hole B rotates around it at a radius R, with
S-^R. In the handle all inertial forces are finite, even in the
stationary frame of reference. Given such motion a clock at
B (5-clock) will lag behind a clock at A (A-clock) due to
Lorenz time contraction. After a sufficient period of time

FIG. 1.
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this time lag A T will become arbitrarily large. On the other
hand, an observer at B can look at the A -clock through the
handle, and since the distance S is negligibly small the A-
clock appears nearby. From this point of reference the A-
clock is moving at exactly the same rate as the 5-clock and
shows exactly the same time. Consequently, observer B can
traverse the handle and exit from hole A at the same instant
of time which was recorded by his 5-clock as he entered hole
B. But from the reference point of an observer at A the B-
clock has fallen far behind the A -clock, and the observer B
emerges at hole A in the remote past.

The existence of a T-machine would imply the existence
of closed time lines. This would radically affect the Cauchy

boundary problem for field equations and the entire notion
of causality. In essence, if local causality is retained, the glo-
bal separation of events into the past and the future along
closed time lines is impossible. The materials of this report
were published in Refs. 2, 4.
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